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Optimal operating parameters for advanced alkaline water electrolysis
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\textbf{Highlights}

- A nominal current density of 1.8 A cm\textsuperscript{-2} seems achievable for alkaline electrolysis.
- To enable a minimum load of 10\%, the pressure is preferably kept below 8 bara.
- Gas crossover is mainly driven by diffusive hydrogen transport.
- Supersaturation at the diaphragm interface plays an important role.

\textbf{Abstract}

Advanced zero-gap alkaline electrolyzers can be operated at a significantly higher current density than traditional alkaline electrolyzers. We have investigated how their performance is influenced by diaphragm thickness, temperature and pressure. For this a semi-empirical current-voltage model has been developed based on experimental data of a 20 Nm\textsuperscript{3}/h electrolyzer. The model was extrapolated to thinner diaphragm thicknesses and higher temperatures showing that a nominal current density of 1.8 A cm\textsuperscript{-2} is possible with a 0.1 mm diaphragm at 100 \degree C. However, these operating parameters also lead to increased gas crossover, which limits the ability to operate at low loads. A gas crossover model has been developed, which shows that crossover is mainly driven by diffusive transport of hydrogen, caused by a high local supersaturation at the diaphragm surface. To enable a low minimum load of 10\% the operating pressure should be kept below 8 bara.

© 2022 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd on behalf of Hydrogen Energy Publications LLC. This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
Green hydrogen produced by water electrolysis is expected to play a major role in the energy transition, since it can act as a renewable raw material for the chemical industry, a zero emission fuel and a renewable replacement of natural gas in heating applications [1]. Green hydrogen is also a suitable medium for energy storage and can hence provide a system solution to couple variable green electricity supply to inflexible electricity demand.

Yet, water electrolysis based on variable electricity supply also brings new challenges. Using variables loads introduces the need for a wide operating range with a low minimum load in combination with sufficient ramp up rates. This contrasts with the large-scale water electrolysis plants that were operated in the past, which were typically continuously operated based on hydropower [2–4]. Additionally, the variable electricity supply limits the number of operating hours of the electrolysis plant, making the capital costs weigh heavy on the total hydrogen costs. Therefore, there is a strong need for a water electrolysis technology with low capital costs.

Regarding costs, alkaline electrolysis seems to be a well-positioned water electrolysis technology, since it does not require expensive noble materials, which is a limitation of PEM technology, and can be operated at relatively low temperatures hence not requiring high temperature resistant construction materials such as solid oxide technology [5]. However, a major weakness of non-noble metal alkaline technology is that it is operated at relatively low current densities of 0.2–0.6 A cm\(^{-2}\) [6,7], making these electrolysers large and heavy compared to other technologies for similar production rates. This is caused by the “poor” current-voltage curve of alkaline technology, which primarily results from a high ohmic resistance [8]. In old alkaline electrolysers this high ohmic resistance was almost unavoidable, since only thick asbestos diaphragms were sufficiently stable in the strongly alkaline environment [2]. Yet, with the development of new and thinner diaphragm materials with higher conductivity [9–12], advanced electrode coatings [13–18] and innovative cell concepts [19,20] it should now be possible to develop alkaline electrolysis systems that can operate efficiently at significantly higher current densities.

In the discussion on increased current density it is important to consider that electrolyzer systems are designed for a certain nominal or maximal current density and corresponding cell potential. The unit operations surrounding the electrolyzer, such as the power electronics, the gas-liquid separators and the coolers are designed for operation at this nominal current density and operation at a higher current density is typically not possible (some electrolyzer systems on the market have an “overdrive”, but this implies that the surrounding unit operations are overdesigned). The nominal current density is typically selected based on a trade-off between the capital and operational costs of an electrolyzer. A lower nominal current density results in a better efficiency of the plant reducing electricity costs but means that more electrolysers are needed to make the same amount of hydrogen, resulting in higher capital costs. In practice electrolyzer systems typically have a nominal current density corresponding to an efficiency of 75–80% (based on the higher heating value of hydrogen) at start-of-life, which corresponds to a cell potential of 1.85–1.97 V [7].

The flexibility requirements imposed by the variable electricity supply also have significant implications for the electrolysis technology. Ramp rates are generally sufficiently fast, but the minimum load, which is the lowest load or current density at which an electrolyzer can be safely operated, can be a major limitation. For alkaline electrolysers this minimum load varies from 10 to 40% [6] and is primarily determined by the volume fraction of hydrogen in oxygen (HTO). Above 4% hydrogen in oxygen the mixture is explosive [21,22] and therefore a maximum of 2% for HTO has been agreed upon in the International Standard on hydrogen production using water electrolysis [23]. This means that at 2% HTO an emergency stop needs to be initiated. Industrial water electrolysis systems are designed to stay significantly below this value to avoid frequent emergency stops. Therefore, an alarm value of 1.6% HTO is typically employed. The HTO content results from hydrogen crossover through the diaphragm and depends on many factors, including diaphragm properties (porosity, tortuosity and thickness), operating pressure and temperature, use of separate or combined electrolyte circuits, and current density [24–28]. At lower current densities, the oxygen production rate is lower compared to the hydrogen gas crossover rate. Therefore, higher values for HTO will be encountered at lower loads. The minimum load of an electrolyzer system is the load were the HTO content reaches 1.6%.

When designing a high current density and flexible alkaline electrolyzer, trade-offs need to be made, since parameters that lead to a lower ohmic resistance generally lead to a higher gas crossover. This is the case for a thinner diaphragm and a temperature increase. When making these trade-offs also other factors such as total plant costs and material durability need to be considered. For example, a lower pressure decreases gas crossover and hence reduces the minimum load, but leads to increased downstream compression costs. Another example is the effect of temperature on the material lifetime and hence durability of the plant.

A key question is what the optimal operating parameters are for advanced alkaline systems. One study into this topic suggests that there is still significant room for optimization of alkaline technology by reducing diaphragm thickness [29]. However, a limitation in that analysis was the limited availability of experimental data to validate the model equations, both with regard to current-voltage curves and gas crossover. A problem is that most experimental studies only report current-voltage curves for one temperature and pressure (mostly atmospheric). The few studies that have systematically looked at temperature and pressure dependence [30–33] have been carried out with relatively poor performing alkaline electrolysers and as a result do not report any experimental data above 0.4 A cm\(^{-2}\). With regard to hydrogen gas crossover the amount of experimental data was even more limited, but fortunately some recent work has been carried out on the topic [24–27].

In this study we will systematically investigate the optimal operating conditions for an advanced alkaline electrolyzer with regard to temperature, pressure and diaphragm thickness. Goal is to determine operating parameters that enable efficient (80% efficiency corresponding to a cell potential of
1.85 V) operation at high current densities and at the same time have a minimum load that is not higher than 10% of the nominal load. We will carry out this investigation in a temperature range of 60 to 100 °C, since higher temperatures result in high corrosion rates and an associated need for expensive construction materials. The investigated pressure range is 1 to 50 bara, since higher pressures would result in the need for thick “rim” electrolyzers. Diaphragm thickness is investigated over a range of 100 to 500 μm, with thinner diaphragms not being investigated for reasons of mechanical strength. We assume constant diaphragm porosity and tortuosity independent of thickness. With regard to electrolyte circulation both the option with separated (no mixing of anolyte and catholyte) and mixed circuits will be investigated. The KOH concentration in this work is not taken as a variable and is set at 30 wt%, which is close to the maximum in conductivity [34]. A higher KOH concentration is regarded as undesirable due to the increase in corrosion rates limiting material selection [35].

For our analysis on the optimal operating conditions we will use both an electrochemical and a gas crossover model. As a basis for the electrochemical model we will use data from an advanced alkaline electrolyzer located at the Brandenburg University of Technology [36,37]. This electrolyzer with a nominal hydrogen production of 20Nm³/h consists of 24 cells with an electrode area of 0.436 m², has a maximum operating temperature of 75 °C and a maximum pressure of 58 bara. It can be operated at current densities up to 0.72 A cm⁻². It has a zero-gap design with perforated nickel electrodes, with an uncoated anode and a cathode coated with Raney nickel. The electrolyte is 28 wt% KOH and Zirfon UTP500 is used as diaphragm. Systematic experiments have been carried out with this electrolyzer over a temperature range of 50 to 70 °C and a pressure range of 10 to 55 bara [36]. Our electrochemical model is less complex than some more extended models [32,38–41], but still shows good correspondence with the available experimental data. In this study the model will be used to predict electrolyzer performance over a wider temperature range. Data from another study are used to estimate the dependence of the current-voltage curve on diaphragm thickness [10]. The gas crossover model is made based on best available insights on different hydrogen crossover mechanisms, including diffusive, convective and electrolyte mixing. Parameters in the model are fitted based on available experimental data for Zirfon UTP500 [24–27].

Model description

Current-voltage model

A semi-empirical model has been made for the prediction of the cell potential \( E_{\text{cell}} \) as a function of current density, temperature and pressure. It considers contributions from the equilibrium cell potential \( E_{\text{rev}} \), the combined overpotentials of anode and cathode \( \eta_{A,C} \), and the ohmic potential drop IR according to equation (1).

\[
E_{\text{cell}} = E_{\text{rev}} + \eta_{A,C} + \text{IR}
\]  

For the calculation of the equilibrium cell potential \( E_{\text{rev,T,p}} \) equations (2) and (3) as given by LeRoy were employed [42], in which the reversible potential \( E_{\text{rev,T,p}} \) depends on the absolute pressure \( p_0 \) (in bar), the aqueous vapor pressure of the electrolyte solution \( p_{H_2O} \) (in bar), the vapor pressure of pure water \( p_{H_2O}^{\text{p}} \) (in bar) and the reversible potential for standard pressures \( E_{\text{rev,T,p}}^0 \). The latter can be calculated using equation (3), where the temperature \( T \) is in Kelvin. The vapor pressure \( p_{H_2O} \) for the 30 wt% KOH electrolyte can be found in the literature [43,44]. \( R \) represents the molar gas constant and \( F \) is the Faraday constant.

\[
E_{\text{rev}} = E_{\text{rev,app}} + \frac{RT}{2F} \ln \left( \frac{p_0 - p_{H_2O,0}}{p_{H_2O,0} / p_{H_2O}^{\text{p}}} \right)^{1.5}
\]  

\[
E_{\text{rev,app}} = 1.5184 - 1.5421 \times 10^{-3} T + 9.523 \times 10^{-5} T \ln T + 9.84 \times 10^{-8} T^2
\]

Data from the work of Fischer [36] (data shown in Supplementary Information) was analyzed to determine values for the combined overpotentials and ohmic resistance that is representative of a state-of-the-art alkaline electrolyzer. The current-voltage relationships were first individually fitted according to the procedure described in Ref. [8]. In this fitting process the Tafel slope, the exchange current density and the ohmic resistance were used as fitting parameters. The combined overpotentials depend on the Tafel slope \( b \), the current density \( I \) and the exchange current density \( I_0 \) according to equation (4). In this equation \( b \) is defined as \( b = a + c \) in which \( a \) is the Tafel slope of the anode and \( c \) is the Tafel slope of the cathode. \( I_0 \) is a non-linear average of the anodic and cathodic exchange current densities, according to \( I_0 = I_{0,a} a^{\frac{a}{b}} I_{0,c} c^{\frac{c}{b}} \) [8]. The fitted values for the different operating pressures and temperatures can be found in the Supplementary Information.

\[
\eta_{A,C} = \frac{b \ln \frac{I}{I_0}}{a + c}
\]

As a next step the fitted values were analyzed as a function of temperature. The Tafel slopes \( b \) did show a linear increase with temperature (see Supplementary information), as one would expect based on equation (5), which results from the Butler-Volmer equation and which includes a factor 2 because \( b \) represents the combined Tafel slopes of the anode and cathode. \( a_{\text{app}} \) is the apparent charge transfer coefficient, a non-linear average of the anodic and cathodic charge transfer coefficients, according to \( a_{\text{app}} = \frac{a_{\text{app}}}{a_{\text{app}} + c_{\text{app}}} \). The measured temperature dependence corresponds to an apparent charge transfer coefficient of 1.20. This value exceeds the typical value of 0.5, which suggests that the first electron transfer is neither the rate-limiting step for hydrogen evolution on Raney-Ni electrodes nor for oxygen evolution on nickel electrodes. This is in line with the observation that the fitted \( b \) values are ~110 mV, implying that individual Tafel slopes of anode and cathode must be well below 100 mV, which agrees with previous work [45,46].

\[
b = \frac{2R T \ln 10}{a_{\text{app}} F}
\]
The logarithm of the fitted exchange current densities \( I_0 \) showed a linear dependence with the reverse of the temperature (see Supplementary information), in line with an Arrhenius-type dependence, as given by equation (6), in which \( k_b \) is a prefactor (a non-linear average of the prefactors for anodic and cathodic exchange current densities: \( k_b = k(\alpha) / k(\beta) \)) and \( \Delta G_{act} \) is an average of the activation energies of the oxygen and hydrogen evolution according to \( \Delta G_{act} = (a \Delta G_{act,n} + c \Delta G_{act,c}) / b \). From the fitting a value of 29.5 A cm\(^{-2}\) results for \( k_b \) and 32.4 kJ mol\(^{-1}\) for \( \Delta G_{act} \). The value of \( \Delta G_{act} \) is relatively low compared to values reported in literature, which range from 18 to 104 kJ mol\(^{-1}\) [38, 46]. Combining equations (4)–(6) results in equation (7) for the dependence of the combined overpotentials on the temperature and the current density.

\[
I_0 = k_b e^{-\frac{\Delta G_{act}}{RT}} \tag{6}
\]

\[
\eta_A + C = \frac{2RT \ln 10}{\alpha_{eff}} \left( \log_{10} \frac{I_0}{C_0} + \frac{\Delta G_{act}}{RT \ln 10} \right) \tag{7}
\]

The fitted ohmic resistances \( R \) showed a strong dependence on temperature, comparable to the temperature dependence of the resistance of the 28 wt% electrolyte (see Supplementary Information). The resistance \( R \) as a function of temperature can therefore be predicted reasonably well by equation (8), in which \( R_{0,0-C} \) is the fitted resistance at 60 °C and \( k_{0,0-C} \) is the solution conductivity at 60 °C. The solution conductivity \( \kappa \) can be calculated for different KOH molarities \( M \) with equation (9) [24]. To be able to predict the effect of diaphragm thickness \( d \) (in mm) a correction factor is included in equation (8), which is based on two studies in which Zirfon of two thicknesses were studied [10, 25]. It should be noted that the resistance is not directly proportional to the thickness of the diaphragm. This can be explained by the observation that the ohmic resistance significantly exceeds the pure diaphragm resistance [8], which suggests that the diaphragm resistance is not the only contributor to the ohmic resistance in a zero-gap configuration. For example, the presence of bubbles is believed to be responsible for a significant extra resistance outside the diaphragm [47]. Nevertheless, there is still a high uncertainty in the range of resistance on diaphragm thickness, because it is currently based on only two diaphragm thicknesses. Moreover, the comparison of the two diaphragms could potentially be affected by a difference in tortuosity.

\[
R = R_{0,0-C} \frac{1}{k_{0,0-C}} (0.26 + 1.48 d) \tag{8}
\]

\[
\kappa = -2.04 M - 2.8 \times 10^{-3} M^2 + 5.33 \times 10^{-3} M T + 207 M \frac{T}{T} + 1.04 \times 10^{-3} M^2 - 3 \times 10^{-7} M^2 T^2 \tag{9}
\]

**Gas crossover model**

The hydrogen in oxygen (HTO) can be calculated from the flux of hydrogen to the anolyte \( I_{H2} \) and the oxygen production \( n_{O2} \) according to equation (10). The hydrogen flux potentially consists of three contributors, namely \( I_{H2, eff} \), which is hydrogen crossover resulting from hydrogen diffusion through the diaphragm, \( I_{H2, conv} \), which is hydrogen crossover as a result of convective flow of electrolyte with dissolved hydrogen through the diaphragm, and \( I_{H2, mix} \), which is hydrogen transported into the anolyte compartment by hydrogen dissolved in the incoming electrolyte stream, according to equation (11).

\[
HTO = \frac{\Phi_{H2}}{n_{O2} + \Phi_{H2}} = \frac{\Phi_{H2}}{I_{H2, eff} + \Phi_{H2, conv} + \Phi_{H2, mix}} \tag{10}
\]

\[
\Phi_{H2} = \Phi_{H2, eff} + \Phi_{H2, conv} + \Phi_{H2, mix} \tag{11}
\]

The convective movement of solution through the diaphragm can arise due to different phenomena. Most importantly, convection can be induced if a pressure drop over the diaphragm exists, resulting in electrolyte flow in a particular direction that either enhances or suppresses hydrogen crossover. This convective hydrogen flux depends on the diaphragm permeability \( K \), the dynamic viscosity \( \eta \), the hydrogen solubility \( S_{H2} \), the partial hydrogen pressure at the membrane interface \( P_{H2,m} \), and most importantly the differential pressure difference between catholyte and anolyte \( \Delta p \) according to equation (12). The permeability of the diaphragm \( K \) strongly depends on pore-size and to less extent on other separator characteristics as porosity and tortuosity. For the Zirfon separator with a mean pore size of 150 nm, \( K \) is estimated to be 7.5 \( \times 10^{-16} \) m\(^2\) [25]. For the Zirfon separator it has been suggested that at differential pressures above 0.01 bar the convective flux becomes larger than the diffusive flux [48]. For this reason, good pressure control in alkaline systems is of critical importance. This is normally achieved by connecting the liquid sides of the anolyte and catholyte gas-liquid separators and minimizing the difference in liquid level by pressure control valves. As a result, the convective hydrogen transport seems to play a limited role in laboratory scale alkaline electrolyzers. This is also suggested by studies in which Zirfon is compared to diaphragms and membranes with significantly smaller pores [25, 27]. With equal pressures on both sides these studies show comparable gas crossover. In contrast, with the application of a differential pressure of 0.3 bar the crossover through the Zirfon increases much higher [27] suggesting that only then the convective flux start to play an important role (this is explained more in-depth in the Supplementary Information). Nevertheless, it is less clear if convective hydrogen transport can also be neglected in industrial scale electrolyzers, where larger cell areas can potentially result in larger local \( \Delta p \) differences.

\[
\Phi_{H2, conv} = \frac{K S_{H2} P_{H2} \Delta p}{\eta d} \tag{12}
\]

Electro-osmotic drag or electro-osmotic flow can potentially also contribute to convective hydrogen transport through the diaphragm. Both phenomena arise due to movement of ions in the presence of an electric field, which can drag electro-neutral solvent and dissolved gases along them. However, they are not believed to have a significant contribution in alkaline electrolysis [24] (this is further explained in the Supplementary Information).

The hydrogen transport \( \Phi_{H2, mix} \) resulting from hydrogen dissolved in the incoming electrolyte stream is only relevant for systems where anolyte and catholyte streams are mixed
after the gas-liquid separation, known as combined circuits. In case of separate anolyte and catholyte streams this \( \Phi_{\text{H}_2, \text{mix}} \) can be neglected. In the former case, part of the electrolyte leaving the cathodic side, which is saturated with hydrogen, enters the anodic compartment. In this case the hydrogen transport depends on the anolyte and catholyte flow rates \( F_{\text{ano}} \) and \( F_{\text{cato}} \) according to equation (13). For industrial scale electrolysis systems these electrolyte flow rates are typically equal \( (F_{\text{ano}} = F_{\text{cato}}) \) and are primarily determined by the allowable temperature difference over the electrolyzer according to equation (14), as the electrolyte flow is the main method for cooling the electrolyzer. In this equation \( A \) is the electrode area, \( E_m \) is the thermoneutral cell potential, \( \frac{E_{\text{cell}}}{C_0} \) is the cell potential at end of life (when most heat is generated, in this work 2.0 V is assumed), \( C_p \) is the heat capacity of the electrolyte (3.07 J g\(^{-1}\) K\(^{-1}\) for 30 wt% KOH electrolyte at 80 °C [49]), \( \rho \) is the electrolyte density (1.255 g cm\(^{-3}\) at 80 °C [50]) and \( \Delta T \) is the maximum allowable temperature differences over the cell, which is typically around 15 °C [13]. In this case the thermoneutral cell potential \( E_m \) includes both the enthalpy voltage and the effect of the evaporation of water according to equation (15) [51], in which \( \Delta H_{\text{sup}} \), \( \tau \) is the heat of evaporation of water at the operating temperature (equation (16)). It does not include the heating of the feedwater (since this is added outside the electrolyzer) and any heat losses through radiation and convection.

\[
\Phi_{\text{H}_2, \text{mix}} = S_{\text{H}_2} P_{\text{H}_2} \left( \frac{F_{\text{ano}}}{F_{\text{cato}} + F_{\text{ano}}} \right) \cdot F_{\text{ano}}
\]  

(13)

\[
F_{\text{ano}} + F_{\text{cato}} = \frac{IA \left( E_{\text{cell}} - E_m \right)}{C_p \Delta T_p}
\]

(14)

\[
E_{\text{os}} = 1.485 - 1.49 \cdot 10^{-4} (T - 273) - 9.84 \cdot 10^{-8} (T - 273)^2
\]

\[
+ 1.5 \cdot \frac{P_{\text{H}_2O}}{(P_0 - P_{\text{H}_2O})} \cdot \frac{\Delta H_{\text{sup}}}{2F_p} \cdot \frac{\Delta T_p}{\rho}
\]

(15)

\[
\Delta H_{\text{sup}} = 42.960 + 40.762 - T - 0.06682 \cdot T^2
\]

(16)

In systems with separated electrolyte circuits and good differential pressure control, the diffusive flux is the main driver for crossover through the diaphragm. This diffusive flux can be calculated using equation (17). In this equation \( D_{\text{H}_2, \tau} \) is the effective diffusion coefficient of hydrogen through the separator. \( S_{\text{H}_2} \) is the solubility of hydrogen in the electrolyte, for which we use a value of 0.095 mol m\(^{-1}\) bar\(^{-1}\) in 30 wt% KOH [52,53]. The solubility shows limited temperature dependence and is therefore taken as temperature independent in our model (See Supplementary information). \( P_{\text{H}_2,m} \) is the hydrogen pressure at the catholyte diaphragm interface, including local supersaturation. In this equation the hydrogen pressure at the anode is assumed to small and is therefore not taken into account.

\[
\Phi_{\text{H}_2, \text{eff}} = \frac{D_{\text{H}_2, \tau} S_{\text{H}_2}}{d}
\]

(17)

For a porous diaphragm the effective diffusion coefficient in the diaphragm depends on the diffusion coefficient in the free electrolyte \( D_{\text{H}_2} \), the diaphragm porosity \( \varepsilon \) and the diaphragm tortuosity factor \( \tau^2 \) (not to be confused with the tortuosity [54]) according to equation (18). Although the porosity for the diaphragm has been measured to be 55% [25], it is not possible to directly measure the tortuosity factor. Therefore, we use the MacMullin number \( N_m \), which is equal to the tortuosity factor divided by the porosity [55]. Normally the MacMullin number is used in relation to resistance, where it gives the ratio between the resistivity of a porous medium and the resistivity of the pure electrolyte. In a similar way it can be used for diffusive transport in a porous medium. A value for the MacMullin number of 3.2 has been suggested based for Zirfon UTF500 on available experimental data [8]. The diffusion coefficient \( D_{\text{H}_2} \) has been reported to show an Arrhenius type dependence as given in equation (19). For a 30 wt% KOH electrolyte the prefactor \( A \) in this equation is 4.7 \( 10^{-4} \) m\(^2\) s\(^{-1}\) and the activation energy \( E_a \) is 19.8 kJ mol\(^{-1}\) [56].

\[
D_{\text{H}_2, \text{eff}} = D_{\text{H}_2} \cdot \frac{\varepsilon}{\tau^2} = \frac{D_{\text{H}_2}}{N_m}
\]

(18)

\[
D_{\text{H}_2} = Ae^{\frac{E_a}{RT}}
\]

(19)

The main challenge in estimating the diffusive hydrogen flux lies in the uncertainty concerning local supersaturation at the electrode-diaphragm interface in a zero-gap configuration. It is well-known that there can be significant local supersaturation in the concentration boundary layer of gas-evolving electrodes, more than hundred times the solubility [57–59]. However, it is difficult to say how this translates to a supersaturation at the electrode-diaphragm interface, since the concentration boundary layer is relatively thin (order of \( \mu \text{m} \) [60]) and a zero-gap configurations is normally not perfect “zero-gap”, since only a small part of the electrode material pushes directly against the membrane. For PEM electrolyzers large supersaturations that strongly depend on current density have been reported (8–33 bar \( \text{A}^{-1} \text{cm}^{-2} \)) [61], but for zero-gap alkaline electrolyzers no correlations are available. A more in-depth discussion on local supersaturation can be found in the Supplementary Information.

In this work, available experimental data on hydrogen crossover through a Zirfon separator have been used to determine a relation between hydrogen concentration at the diaphragm-electrode interface and the operating conditions. It is assumed that the hydrogen is only supersaturated at the electrodes. As some experimental studies have used larger separator than electrode areas, diffusion through the separator where no electrode is attached to the surface, is modeled using equilibrium concentration \( P_{\text{H}_2,m} \). In total, 43 HTO data points from four different studies were used for fitting (listed in Supplementary Information), including data from mixed and separate electrolyte loops. The assumption has been made that hydrogen crossover by convection can be neglected. The hydrogen pressure at the catholyte diaphragm interface \( P_{\text{H}_2,m} \) is fitted as a function of the square roots of the current density and the absolute pressure \( p_0 \) according to equation (20). The reason for taking the square roots of the current density and pressure is that the supersaturation not only depends on the amount of hydrogen generation (directly proportional to the current density), but also on the available...
bubble area and mass transfer rates (which increase with current density and decrease with pressure). This is discussed in more depth in the Supplementary Information. The square root dependencies also seem to fit well with the experimental data. Based on a fit of all experimental data with a total $R^2$ of 0.994 the value for the constant $f$ was determined to be 25.80 for 30 wt% KOH (More information on the fitting procedure can be found in the Supplementary Information).

$$p_{\text{H}_2} = p_0 - f^{0.5}p_0^5$$

(20)

Table 1 summarizes the parameters that can be used to describe current-voltage model consisting of equations (1), (2), (7) and (8) and the gas crossover model consisting of equations (10) and (13)–(15).

### Results and discussion

**Comparison of the models to experimental data**

Fig. 1 compares the cell potential predicted by the current-voltage model to the experimental data for different temperatures and pressures [36]. The temperature dependence is described well by the model with higher temperatures leading to lower cell potentials. This is primarily driven by a lower ohmic resistance at increased temperature, but also the overpotentials are slightly lower at increased temperature. For the pressure dependence the model also gives a reasonable prediction, although it seems to slightly overpredict pressure dependence. Pressure dependence is now only included in the model in the equilibrium potential (equation (2)), but not in the description of the overpotentials and the ohmic resistance. A lower pressure is expected to lead to increased gas volume in the electrolyte and an increased electrode surface coverage [58], both increasing the cell potential. Yet, these effects are relatively small and still not well understood and have therefore not been included in the model to reduce its complexity.

Fig. 2 compares HTO content predicted by the model to a number experimental data generated by Trinke et al. [24]. Comparison to all other experimental data points is given in the Supplementary Information, which shows that the model can accurately predict the experimental data. Hence it is possible to describe the experimental results with only the diffusive flux and is therefore another indication that with separated circuits the gas crossover is primarily driven by the diffusive flux through the diaphragm and not by pressure or electro-osmotic driven convection. This is also confirmed by the fact that the model can reasonably predict the OTH content (see Supplementary Information). However, we should note that our model is unable to predict available HTO and OTH data for a thinner diaphragm [25], with our model predicting significantly higher gas crossover than observed. We do not yet understand why this is the case. It has been suggested that the thinner diaphragm has a higher tortuosity suppressing the gas crossover [25], but in our view there is no reason why the thinner diaphragm should have a much higher tortuosity given that it has the same porosity as the thick diaphragm and is produced in a comparable way. Moreover, a higher tortuosity would also affect diaphragm conductivity, which is not observed [62].

**Model extrapolation to find optimal operating conditions**

In this section we use our models to explore how electrolyzer performance is likely to change with varying temperature, pressure and diaphragm thickness. We do this in a temperature range of 60–100 °C, a pressure range of 1–50 bara and a diaphragm thickness of 0.1–0.5 mm. We realize that especially regarding temperature this is beyond the range in which the model has been validated, but we feel that the correlations we use are sufficiently robust to give a reasonable prediction up to 100 °C.

Fig. 3 shows the predicted current-voltage curves for different temperatures and diaphragm thicknesses at an operational pressure of 10 bara. It shows that both a higher temperature and a smaller diaphragm thickness improve the current-voltage curve and therefore enable a higher nominal current density. Based on the starting point that the nominal current density corresponds to a cell potential of 1.85 V, the nominal current density at 60 °C with a 0.5 mm diaphragm is 0.5 A cm$^{-2}$. At 100 °C with a 0.1 mm diaphragm it is more than three times as high at 1.7 A cm$^{-2}$. This much higher current density is primarily enabled by the lower ohmic resistance resulting from the higher temperature and reduced diaphragm thickness, but also from the reduced overpotentials at increased temperature. The advantages of a temperature increase have long been recognized in the field of alkaline electrolysis and have resulted in significant efforts to develop high temperature alkaline electrolyzers in the past [63–65]. Yet, it should be remarked that this has not proven to be easy due to material limitations. Therefore, we have chosen not to explore temperatures above 100 °C.

Fig. 4 shows the HTO content as a function of current density for temperatures of 60 °C, 80 °C and 100 °C with a 0.5 mm and a 0.1 mm diaphragm at a pressure of 10 bara. It shows that both decreased diaphragm thickness and increased temperature lead to increased HTO content. For 60 °C and a 0.5 mm diaphragm the HTO content remains low even for low current densities, which means that the minimum load is not limited by gas purity. On the other hand, for 100 °C and a 0.1 mm diaphragm the HTO content exceeds 1.6% below 0.4 A cm$^{-2}$, which means that the minimum current density is 0.4 A cm$^{-2}$. Considering that the nominal current density for these conditions is 1.7 A cm$^{-2}$ (see previous paragraph), this implies that the minimum load is -25%
significantly higher than our target value of 10%. Hence, the combination of 100 °C, 10 bara and a 0.1 mm diaphragm is not suitable for a flexible alkaline electrolyzer.

As discussed previously, the influence of pressure on the current-voltage curve is limited. In contrast, pressure does have a large influence on the gas crossover. This can be seen in Fig. 5, which shows the HTO content for a system operating at 100 °C with a 0.1 mm Zirfon diaphragm for different pressures. At atmospheric pressure the HTO content remains below 1.6% even at very low current densities. In contrast, at 20 bara the HTO content is already 1.6% at 0.6 A cm² for separated circuits. Considering the nominal current density of 1.7 A cm², this implies that for an atmospheric electrolyzer it is easy to meet the 10% minimum load requirement, but that this requirement cannot be met for operation at 10 or 20 bara. Actually, the maximum allowable operating pressure with separated circuits to enable a minimum load of 10% is 5 bara with a HTO content of 1.6% at 0.17 A cm⁻².

Fig. 1 – Cell potential as a function of current density predicted by the current-voltage model compared to experimental data of a zero-gap alkaline electrolyzer [36] for different temperatures (left) and pressures (right). 28 wt% KOH and Zirfon UTP500 diaphragm.

Fig. 2 – HTO content predicted by the gas crossover model compared to experimental data of Trinke et al. [24]. Conditions: 1 bara, 60 °C, Zirfon UTP500, 32 wt% KOH, electrode area = 100 cm², diaphragm area = 227 cm², separated electrolyte circuits.

Fig. 3 – Predicted current-voltages curves for temperatures of 60 °C, 80 °C and 100 °C with a 0.5 mm and a 0.1 mm diaphragm. Pressure = 10 bara, 30 wt% KOH.

Fig. 5 also shows the effect of the use of a mixed electrolyte system, in which dissolved hydrogen coming from the cathode compartment enters the anode compartment due to the mixing of the electrolytes after the gas-liquid separators. As expected, this electrolyte mixing leads to an increased HTO content. The effect becomes more pronounced with higher pressure, due to the increase in the concentration of dissolved hydrogen with increasing pressure. Nevertheless, even for high pressures this mixing contribution to the HTO content remains significantly lower than the diffusive transport. This contrasts with the conclusions from others [24,26,28], which argue that electrolyte mixing is the dominant factor in HTO content even at atmospheric pressure. The reason for this apparent difference are the much higher flow rates that are used in laboratory electrolyzers compared to industrial electrolyzers. This is illustrated by the fact that anolyte flow rates of ~30 l/h were used in the laboratory cells [24,26], whereas to
keep the temperature difference below 15 °C it can be calculated with equation (15) that a flow rate of only ~1 l/h is required (for a 100 cm$^2$ electrode at 0.5 Acm$^{-2}$). It is important to note that the contribution of electrolyte mixing to HTO content is independent of diaphragm thickness and temperature. This makes that with lower operating temperatures and higher diaphragm thicknesses the contribution of electrolyte mixing to the HTO content becomes relatively more important as diffusive transport decreases.

To find the optimal operating parameters for an alkaline electrolyzer the contour plots in Figs. 6 and 7 are used. Fig. 6 shows what nominal current density can be achieved for different temperatures and diaphragm thicknesses. This graph is based on a pressure of 10 bara, but the dependence of the nominal current density on the pressure is limited and therefore graphs at other pressures are comparable (shown in Supplementary information). The highest achievable current density is 1.8 A cm$^{-2}$ at a temperature of 100 °C and a diaphragm thickness of 0.1 mm.

Fig. 7 shows the maximum allowable pressure to enable a minimum load corresponding to 10% of the nominal current densities given in Fig. 6. These values are hence based on a nominal current density at 10 bar, but the values are comparable when nominal current densities at other pressures are used (see Supplementary information). Fig. 7 shows data for both separated (left) and mixed systems (middle and right). The figures for the mixed system are based on either a constant (middle) or variable electrolyte flow rate (right). The constant flow rate corresponds to a temperature difference over the electrolyzer of 15 °C at end-of-life. For the variable flow rate this flow rate is adjusted based on the operating current density. The latter enables a significantly higher operating pressure, close to the value of the separated system.

In the discussion on the optimal operating parameters, we also consider that higher pressures can be regarded as more attractive, since they reduce compression requirements. They also reduce the gas hold-up in electrolyzers [66] enabling increased ramping rates, since ramp rates are limited by the changes in gas hold-up. On the other hand, higher pressures do lead to higher stack costs and increase safety risks. Another consideration is the material choice for the electrolyzer and the surrounding unit operations. Up to approximately 80 °C relatively cheap carbon steel can be used as construction material if stress relief heat treatment is applied, but at higher temperatures it is needed to use more expensive nickel alloys or even pure nickel to avoid stress corrosion cracking [35,67].
Based on the above considerations there are three potentially attractive systems. The first is a low-temperature (60–80 °C) high-pressure system with a thick diaphragm and separated circuits. Such a system can be operated with a nominal current density of up to 0.7 A cm⁻² and pressures in the range of 30–50 bara. In this way it is similar to the electrolyzer of the Brandenburg University of Technology that was used as a basis for the current-voltage model in this work. Strengths of this system are the high operating pressure, reducing compression needs, and the relatively cheap construction materials. Weaknesses are the low current density, higher stack costs and the use of separated circuits, increasing the complexity of the plant. Overall, these operating conditions seem most suitable for relatively small-scale electrolyzer systems, where the capital costs of the compression are a key cost driver.

The second is a low-temperature (60–80 °C) and low-pressure system with a thin diaphragm and combined circuits. Such a system can be operated with a nominal current density of up to 1.4 A cm⁻² and a pressure up to 7.5 bara. Strengths of this system are the high current density, the relatively cheap construction materials and the ability to use mixed circuits. Weakness is the relatively low pressure, increasing compression costs. Overall, these operating conditions seem suitable for the deployment of large-scale electrolyzer systems, where the capital costs of the required compression steps can be kept small due to the good economies of scale of compression. Operation at this pressure still avoids the first compression steps, which are the most capital intensive. Therefore, these operating conditions are significantly more attractive than operating at atmospheric pressure.

The third system is a high-temperature (80–100 °C) low-pressure system with a thin diaphragm and combined circuits. Such as system can be operated with a nominal current density of up to 1.8 A cm⁻² and a pressure up to 5 bara. This system is comparable to the previously discussed low-temperature system with the difference that the nominal current density is slightly higher and that more expensive construction materials will need to be used. Question is whether the higher nominal current density is enough to compensate the increased material costs. Nevertheless, there can be additional reasons to choose this high-performance system: the higher operating temperatures make it easier to valorize the generated waste heat and the high current density is attractive in places where plant footprint is a limitation. This makes this system potentially attractive for large-scale systems where waste heat and footprint are important.

Our analysis also shows that certain operating parameters are unattractive. These include high-pressure systems (>10 bara) with thin diaphragms. These systems can potentially achieve a high nominal current density, but are limited by their high minimum load, making them less suitable for operation with variable renewable electricity supply. At the same time also high-temperature systems with thick diaphragms seem unattractive, since they require the use of expensive construction materials without being able to reach high nominal current densities.

We should remark that there are still significant uncertainties in the modeling. Most problematic is the limited availability of experimental data for thinner diaphragms, which causes a significant uncertainty regarding the dependence of the ohmic cell resistance and gas crossover on the diaphragm thickness. Other uncertainties include the extent of local supersaturation, and the role of convective transport in gas crossover. Therefore, there is a clear need for more experimental data to optimize these models. Future optimization could still significantly affect achievable nominal current densities and allowable operating pressures. Nevertheless, we believe that our more general conclusions on the optimal operating parameters will still hold.

**Conclusion**

In this work we have investigated the influence of temperature, pressure and diaphragm thickness on the performance of alkaline electrolyzers. Whereas traditional alkaline electrolyzers with non-noble metal catalysts are operated at low current densities (0.2–0.4 A cm⁻²), our current-voltage model shows that it should be possible to operate advanced alkaline electrolyzers above 1 A cm⁻² by applying a zero-gap design, reducing diaphragm thickness and increasing temperature.
However, these operating parameters also enhance gas crossover and can lead to high HTO levels at low load, which is problematic for intermittent electrolysis systems based on solar and wind energy. Our gas crossover model shows that HTO levels at a minimum load of 10% can be kept at an acceptable level by keeping the operating pressure below 8 bara, also with mixed electrolyte systems. Given that the relative costs of compression decrease with increasing system size, operating at these pressure levels seems most attractive for future large-scale electrolysis plants.
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